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We develop theoretical and numerical tools for the quantification of entanglement in systems with continu-
ous degrees of freedom. Continuous variable entanglement swapping is introduced and based on this idea we
develop methods of entanglement purification for continuous variable systems. The success of these entangle-
ment purification methods is then assessed using these tools.
PACS number~s!: 03.67.Hk, 42.50.2pINTRODUCTION
Recently the theoretical idea of teleportation in systems
with continuous variables has been developed @1–4# and
shortly afterwards demonstrated by Furusawa et al. @5#. The
efficiency of entanglement manipulation protocols critically
depends on the quality of the entanglement that one can gen-
erate. It is therefore essential, first, to be able to quantify the
amount of entanglement in systems with continuous vari-
ables and, second, to develop methods of entanglement pu-
rification that allow the distillation of entanglement by local
means in such systems. The present paper provides answers
to both of these essentials.
Most analysis of entanglement in continuous-variable sys-
tems relies on expressing the state of the system in terms of
some discrete but infinite basis, often with mathematical
techniques from quantum optics @3,6#. In this way the above
procedures can be demonstrated and the entanglement quan-
tified. Such analysis is convenient but not necessary for the
theoretical description of these processes. However, for
quantifying entanglement it is essential.
In pure finite bipartite systems the Schmidt basis of a
particular system is useful, particularly because its coeffi-
cients allow us to calculate the entropy of entanglement @7#.
In this paper we will first describe how such a basis occurs in
continuous systems from the mathematical area of integral
eigenvalue equations and how the entanglement can be cal-
culated from it. We then present two classes of continuous
entangled states and calculate their entanglement using a nu-
merical solution from statistical mechanics @8#.
Purification is the process by which the entanglement in a
bipartite state shared between two spatially separated parties
~Alice and Bob! can be increased using only local operations
and classical communication @9#. There are many methods of
achieving this for discrete pure systems such as the Procrust-
ean method @7# ~for one copy of the bipartite state! and using
entanglement swapping @10# ~using two copies of the bipar-
tite state one of which is not shared! and the most general
procedures for finite states are known @11#. So far it has not
been shown that any of these procedures have a continuous
analogue which is able to purify an entangled state.
Here we will show that a continuous generalization of an
entanglement swapping procedure using the continuous
controlled-NOT and Hadamard gates, introduced by Braun-
stein @12# to affect quantum error correction, is able to pro-1050-2947/2000/61~3!/032305~8!/$15.00 61 0323duce purification in one of our two classes of continuous
entangled states.
Section I first presents necessary mathematics from inte-
gral eigenvalue equations in the context of continuous quan-
tum mechanical systems. Section II gives two quantum gates
and presents the two classes of entangled states. The calcu-
lation of the entanglement is attempted analytically as far as
possible in Sec. III and the numerical procedure is presented
and used where necessary. In Sec. IV entanglement purifica-
tion is attempted and validated using the techniques devel-
oped in the previous section, and finally conclusions are
given in Sec. V.
I. PRELIMINARY MATHEMATICS
In this section we present some of the mathematical tools
that are used in this paper for the description of continuous-
variable systems. For continuous states we can express a
pure bipartite system as
uc&125E c~x ,y !ux&1uy&2dxdy , ~1!
where ux& are the eigenstates of the continuous system ~po-
sition, say!. We wish to find the Schmidt basis for the bipar-
tite system for which either partial density operator of the
system, e.g.,
r15E 2^xuc& 12 12^cux&2dx
5E r1~x ,y !ux& 1 1^y udxdy ~2!
is diagonal. All the necessary mathematics is covered in the
area of integral eigenvalue equations @13#: so suppose that
we wish to find the eigenvalues of the kernel r1, that is, we
wish to find f i(x)’s such that
E r1~x ,y !f i~y !dy5l if i~x ! , ~3!
where l i is the eigenvalue corresponding to f i(x). For Her-
mitian kernels @for which r1*(y ,x)5r1(x ,y)# the eigenval-
ues are real and the set of eigenfunctions will be linearly
independent, complete and also orthogonal©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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A special class of kernels are those which are quadrati-
cally integrable:
E E K~x ,y !dxdy converges, ~5!
where the ranges may be finite or infinite. These are called
L2 kernels as they are integrable over the L2 space. Some
basic properties of Hermitian L2 kernels are as follows.
They have infinitely many nonzero eigenvalues or are PG
~Pincherle-Goursat! kernels, ones which can be decomposed
into the form
r~x ,y !5(
i51
n
Xi~x !Y i~y !, ~6!
where $Xi(x)% and $Y i(y)% are two linearly independent sets
of functions.
Their eigenvalues have no accumulation points, i.e., the
eigenvalues do not form a continuous set, except at zero.
The set of eigenvalues converges in the following ways:
(
i51
‘
l i
n5An5Tr~r1
n![E r1n~x ,x !dx ; finite n , ~7!
where
r1
2~x ,y !5E r1~x ,z !r1~z ,y !dz ~8!
and further powers of r1 can be obtained by induction.
A Hermitian L2 kernel can be written as the expansion
r1~x ,y !5(
i51
‘
l if i~x !f i*~y ! ~9!
@where the f i(x) are normalized to the square modulus# or
the kernel is PG if there are only n terms, with n as in Eq.
~6!.
We see from the above that for Hermitian L2 kernels we
can always find a diagonal Schmidt decomposition into an
orthogonal basis given by the kernel’s eigenfunctions. The
dimension of this basis therefore depends on the number of
linearly independent eigenfunctions the kernel possesses.
The measure of entanglement for a pure bipartite system
is now easily generalized to continuous variables and is just
the Von Neumann entropy of either partial density operator
of the system @7#
E~r12![S~r1!5S~r2!52(
i
l i log2 l i , ~10!
the number of terms in the sum depending on the form of r1
or r2. We will call this the entropy of entanglement or just
the entanglement.03230Properties such as concavity, subadditivity, strong subad-
ditivity and the triangle inequality also follow for this mea-
sure of entanglement as they do its finite partner @14# pro-
vided the relevant quantities converge when we deal with
infinite systems. The invariance under unitary transform of
the subsystems can also be proved, where the transform is of
the form
Uux&5E U~y ,x !uy&dy ~11!
with
U†Uux&5ux&)E U*~y ,z !U~y ,x !dy5d~x2z !. ~12!
Transforming the subsystems independently
r128 5U1U2r12U1
†U2
† ~13!
and tracing out system 2 gives
r185U1r1U1
†
, ~14!
as the trace is invariant under unitary transform. It can then
be shown that r18 has the same eigenvalues as r1
r1uf i&15l iuf i&1 or
E r1~x ,y !f i~y !dy5l if i~x ! ~15!
but its eigenfunctions are related to those of r1 by
f i~x !5E U1*~y ,x !f i8~y !dy . ~16!
These mathematical techniques, particularly the latter
method of showing the equivalence of eigenvalue equations
by transforming the eigenfunctions, will be used in the
next sections to determine the amount entanglement in
continuous- variable systems.
II. QUANTUM GATES AND CLASSES
OF ENTANGLED STATES
We now turn to some classes of entangled states in con-
tinuous systems, which will be a convenient point to intro-
duce two quantum gates generalized from discrete gates @12#.
The first is the continuous Hadamard transform which is in
fact just the Fourier transform, and in which we will include
the scale length, s , explicitly:
Fux&5
1
Aps
E e2ixy /s2uy&dy . ~17!
This is also, of course, the transform used to go from the
position to the momentum basis if we set s51 and work in
units \51/2. The inverse, F † is obtained by replacing i by
2i giving the result that FF†ux&5F †Fux&5ux&. Note that
the scale length, s , is normally inserted to make the expres-5-2
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as a convenient scale with which to compare various lengths
in the states we are about to form.
The second important gate is the two particle controlled-
NOT ~CNOT! gate:
C12ux&1uy&25ux&1uy1x&2 , ~18!
which is not its own inverse. This is obtained by replacing
the 1 with a 2 sign on the right hand side.
Another version of the controlled-NOT, which is its own
inverse, is
C8ux ,y&5Ux1yA2 , x2yA2 L . ~19!
This is a more symmetric gate and is in fact the transform
produced by a 50:50 beam splitter on the quadrature wave
functions in quantum optics @6#. However, we will proceed
with the original definition of the CNOT for simplicity ~pri-
marily of mathematics!.
We can now define the ‘‘entangling’’ operation and its
inverse:
E125C12F1 , E 12† 5F 1†C 12† , ~20!
and form our first class of entangled states by applying E to
two Gaussian wave packets ~aside from normalization!:
uGa~x1!&15E expF2 ~x2x1!2
a2s2
G ux&1dx ~21!
and uGb(x2)&2, resulting in the state
C12F1uGa~x1!&1uGb~x2!&2
5E expF 1
s2
S 2x2a22 y2
b2
12ix1x D G
3ux&1ux1y1x2&dxdy
[uBab~x1 ,x2!&12 . ~22!
Such states can be used to demonstrate teleportation of an
unknown state, the fidelity of the teleportation increasing as
a and b→0, where the state becomes like an infinitely
squeezed two mode squeezed state or an EPR state @15#. We
will call the states uBab(x1 ,x2)&12 partially correlated en-
tangled states.
The second class of states we will call two-mode cat
states @16,17#, as they are states which are like two Schro¨-
dinger cat states ~states which have more than one Gaussian
peak! but with locations which are correlated quantum me-
chanically:03230uC~d!&125E @A0e2(x2d)22(y1d)2
1A1e2(x1d)
22(y2d)2#ux&1uy&2dxdy
5E (j50
1
@A je2(x2(21)
jd)22(y1(21) jd)2#ux&1uy&2dxdy .
~23!
The complex coefficients, A j , are such that uA0u21uA1u2
51 ~so the state is not normalized correctly!. This state is a
superposition of the first particle being located around d and
the second around 2d and vice versa and so is not of great
use in teleportation. The scale length does not appear here ~it
is set to unity! as an increase in scale length is equivalent to
a decrease in the value of d.
It is now natural to ask what the amount of entanglement
in the states uBab(x1 ,x2)&12 and uC(d)&12 is, which is the
aim of the next section.
III. QUANTIFICATION OF THE ENTANGLEMENT
A. Mathematics
We will now proceed in calculating the entanglement of
the first class of states, uBab(x1 ,x2)&12 . We have already
shown that the entanglement should be equal when calcu-
lated using either partial density matrix ~from the fact that a
Schmidt basis exists! but we will show this explicitly by
showing that the eigenvalue equations they give can both be
transformed into the same eigenvalue equation. The two ei-
genvalue equations are
E expF 1
s2
X2S a21 12b2D ~x21x82!
12ix1~x2x8!1
xx8
b2
CGf i(1)~x8!dx8
5l i
(1)f i
(1)~x !, ~24!
E expF 1
s2
XS 12~a2b211 ! 21 D y21y82b2
1
yy8
b2~b2a211 !
CGf i(2)~y8!dy85l i(2)f i(2)~y !.
~25!
We can now recast the eigenfunctions of Eq. ~24!:
f i
(1)~x8!→f i(1)~x8!exp~22ix1x8!, ~26!
thereby absorbing the complex exponential into the eigen-
functions. Next we perform the following change of vari-
ables in Eq. ~24!
x→A2xbs , x8→A2x8bs ~27!5-3
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y→yA2~a2b211 !bs , y8→A2~a2b211 !y8bs .
~28!
These changes of variables are the same for both dashed and
undashed variables so this change can be absorbed into the
eigenfunctions. All these changes leave the set of eigenval-
ues unchanged and give the same eigenvalue equation:
~29!
where K(x ,x8) is the Kernel of our integral eigenvalue equa-
tion. Its trace is
E K~x ,x !dx5 Ap2ab . ~30!
The set of eigenfunctions are of course independent of any
normalization constant but we will find that this constant is
our primary check for the convergence of the numerical so-
lution that follows in that the eigenvalues should sum to this
constant as in Eq. ~7!.
More importantly we notice that the eigenvalues are inde-
pendent of the scale length, s , and the value of x1 or x2. It is
only dependent on the product of widths of the original
Gaussian distributions with respect to s .
The two particle cat state has partial density operator
~aside from normalization!
r15E (j50
1
(
k50
1
@A jAk*e2x2(21)
jd22x82(21)kd212d2d jk#
3ux&1^x8udxdx8, ~31!
which is not easily transformed into a simpler form. Its trace
is
Tr~r1!5Ap2 e2d21~A0A1*1A0*A1!e22d2. ~32!
This, again, will be our primary check for convergence of the
numerical model that follows.
B. Numerical procedure for partially correlated states
We cannot solve many of the integral eigenvalue equa-
tions we encounter so we must use some numerical approxi-
mation @8#. The most direct approach is to solve a discrete
eigenvalue equation by approximating the integral by the
rectangle rule. Our eigenvalue equation has infinite limits so
there must also be a cut-off point in the limits beyond which
we do not approximate the integral.
First, therefore, we discretize the eigenvalue equation ~29!
into 2n11 parts (i52n . . . ,0, . . . n) each of width d cov-
ering the range 2w<x<w where w5nd . Our eigenvalue
equation then becomes03230d (
p52n
n
rpqfp5lfq , ~33!
where the indices now denote particular matrix and vector
elements ~rather than particular eigenvectors! and for the
Bell states
rpq5exp@2~112a2b2!~p21q2!12pqd2# . ~34!
Our entanglement measure is then
E~a ,b!5(
r X lr(
s
ls
log2S lr(
t
l tD C, ~35!
where the outer sum is over the set of eigenvalues and the
sums over s and t are to normalize the set of eigenvalues.
As mentioned above the primary check for the conver-
gence of this solution is to compare (l with Eq. ~30!. We
have two independent parameters that we may vary ~at each
value of a and b) out of the three related parameters n, d
and w. In practice for most values of a and b , 2n11
5201 and w around 10 standard deviations from the mean
were sufficient for this sum to be equal to the trace accurate
to 5 significant figures, this accuracy becoming greater with
increased n and decreased d .
We can see that what we are effectively doing in this
procedure is sampling the spectrum of eigenvalues of the
density operator over discrete ranges of width d by modeling
the continuous system as a discrete 2n11 level system and
taking the limit n→‘ . With the above convergence of the
model we can be confident that both an adequate range of the
integral has been sampled and that it has been sampled to an
adequate precision.
We used numerical procedures for eigenvalue problems
from the NAG library to solve this problem for varying val-
ues of a and b . The results are shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Entanglement of a partially correlated state in terms of a
and b , the widths of the Gaussians from which they are formed.5-4
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rameters a and b are reduced, becoming infinite as these
parameters approach zero, as will be shown in the next sec-
tion. At this point it becomes harder to see convergence in
the numerical procedure.
C. Analytical results for partially correlated states
We can now be even more general than this: we see that
the form of the eigenvalue equation ~29! is
E
2‘
‘
exp@2~11P !~x21x82!12xx8#f~x8!dx85lf~x !,
~36!
with the entanglement being decreasing with increase in the
parameter P. In fact, a state of the form
E exp~2ax22by212cxy1dx1ey !ux&uy&dxdy
~37!
has a parameter
P52S ab
c2
21 D ~38!
independent of d and e, which can be shown by making
appropriate linear changes of variables x→Ax1B and x8
→Ax81B in the eigenvalue equation formed by the density
operators of the state ~37!.
For a two mode squeezed state with squeezing parameter
r
c~x ,y !5expS 2 14 e2r~x1y !21e22r~x2y !2D , ~39!
this parameter is
P52 csch2~2r !. ~40!
Such a state can, of course, be written analytically in the
number basis @3#
uc&125
1
cosh~r ! (n50
‘
@ tanh~r !#nun&1un&2 , ~41!
which is the Schmidt basis for this state and from this the
entanglement can be calculated as
E5cosh2~r !log2@cosh2~r !#2sinh2~r !log2@sinh2~r !# .
~42!
It is reassuring to note that the above simulation can repro-
duce this analytical result accurate to six significant figures.
More importantly we now have an analytical result for the
entanglement of the partially correlated states which is Eq.
~42! with the substitution 2r5arcsinh(1/ab), which follows
directly from Eq. ~40!.03230D. Numerical procedure for two-mode cat state
Now we move on to the entanglement of the cat states.
The eigenvalue equation for these cannot be rewritten in
terms of the parameter, P, so we proceed directly by dis-
cretizing the density operator of Eq. ~31! and making it the
kernel of Eq. ~33!. Results for the entanglement of the cat
states are shown in Fig. 2 against the parameters d and uA0u2.
Note that the entanglement for any given value of d is
maximum when uA0u251/2 and that the entanglement in-
creases with d for given values of A0, approaching the limit
E52uA0u2 log2uA0u22uA1u2 log2uA1u2 as d→‘ , where the
separated Gaussians become orthogonal. Note also that only
two eigenvalues dominated the contribution to the entropy,
although we do not expect these states to be written in some
basis as a two level system. These states, therefore, behave
very much like discrete two-level entangled systems.
IV. PURIFICATION
Now that we have a reliable method of calculating the
entanglement we will move on to attempt entanglement pu-
rification in the two classes of states. The first point to note is
that purification is always possible for such states as we can
just make a measurement, one of the results of which is a
projection onto the two levels of the Schmidt basis with the
largest Schmidt coefficients. After this we can then perform
discrete purification to obtain highly entangled two level
states which may have higher entanglement than our original
continuous state. However we wish to work more in the
spirit of continuous systems using continuous operations and
producing continuous entangled states.
Again we generalize a purification procedure from dis-
crete systems. The one we have chosen is purification by
entanglement swapping @10#. In the discrete case Alice and
Bob share an entangled state and Bob holds another copy of
the same entangled state as in the upper part of Fig. 3. Bob
performs entanglement swapping by making a Bell state pro-
jection on one particle from each pair of entangled particles.
FIG. 2. Entanglement of the cat states against ~half! the distance
between Gaussians, d, and the coefficient A0. The entanglement is
greatest for high values of d where the Gaussians become orthogo-
nal, and for uA0u250.5 as with discrete entanglement.5-5
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and one on Alice’s! in an entangled state. If the original
entangled state were maximally entangled then the final pair
will also be maximally entangled. This is the standard en-
tanglement swapping procedure @18#. If the original state was
less than maximally entangled then the entanglement of the
final pair will, for certain measurement outcomes, be less
entangled than the original states, but for the remaining out-
comes, will be maximally entangled. This procedure is,
therefore, probabilistic as there is dependence on the out-
come of these measurements. Recently, entanglement swap-
ping has also been theoretically demonstrated independently
in continuous variable systems @19#.
A. Partially correlated states
We will attempt the analogous procedure here except that
the Bell state measurement will be replaced by a reverse
entangling operation E † and projective infinite resolution
measurements on the two particles.
The procedure for the partially correlated Bell state is
2^au 4^buE 24† @ uBaa~0,c !&12uBbb~0,c !&34#
5E expF 1
s2~a21b2!
@2x2g~a ,b!2y2g~b ,a!12xy
12b~y2x !22ia~ya21xb2!#G ux&1uy&3 , ~43!
where
g~a ,b!5a41a2b211. ~44!
Has the entanglement increased? First notice that from Eq.
~38! the entanglement does not depend on a or b and so is
not probabilistic. This indicates that the entanglement cannot
have increased otherwise we would have deterministic puri-
fication. Indeed this is true as the parameter for this state is
Pswap52@(a41a2b211)(b41b2a211)21# whereas be-
fore the swapping process the parameter was P052a4 or
FIG. 3. The entanglement swapping procedure. Bob, holding a
copy of the entangled state shared by himself and Alice, performs a
Bell state measurement on a particle from each pair and, for certain
measurement outcomes, the entanglement of the final shared pair is
higher than that of the initial shared pair.032302b4. But Pswap>P0 in either case and the entanglement is
strictly decreasing with increase in P so the swapped pair has
less entanglement.
Of course, our final projections in this method were onto
the unphysical states ua& and ub& but further calculations in-
dicate that with finite width projections the parameter P still
increases. Such calculations involve 6th degree polynomials
in the width parameters (a and b , etc.! so proving that P
increases for all values of these parameters is difficult and we
have not been able to do so analytically. However, graphical
results indicate that this is true.
B. Two-mode cat states
We now attempt a similar method with the two-mode cat
states, but setting the scale length s51 and making finite
resolution measurements:
uc&145 2^Gm~a !u 3^Gm~b !uE 23† @ uC~d !&12uC~d !&34#
5E (j ,k50
1
A jAke2x2(21)
jd22y1(21)kd2
3e dbh(m)[(21) j1(11m2)(21)k]12d2d jk
3e iadh(m)[(11m2)(21) j2(21)k]ux&1uy&4dxdy ,
~45!
where
h~m!5
2
212m21m4
. ~46!
Writing this state out in full in the high precision mea-
surement limit, m50
uc&145E ~A0A0e22d212dbe2(x2d)22(y1d)2
1A0A1e2iade2(x2d)
22(y2d)2
1A1A0e22iade2(x1d)
22(y1d)2
1A1A1e22d
222dbe2(x1d)
22(y2d)2!ux&1uy&4dxdy
~47!
and looking at the particular case where the probabilistic
measured values are a5b50 we can see purification for
high values of d as the middle two terms now dominate and
have equal coefficients. As d→‘ they become maximally
entangled. This is again very much like the action of discrete
entanglement under purification procedures: the coefficients
of the states have changed not the states themselves.
For the results of Figs. 4 and 5 we have chosen the values
A05A0.3 and d51.0. They show the entanglement of the
resulting state ~45! for a range of values of a and b with m
50 and 0.5 respectively.
The horizontal planes are at the level of entanglement of
either cat state before the purification procedure is per-5-6
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achieved. Notice that purification is achieved above the level
of entanglement of the initial cat state of Eq. ~23! with pa-
rameters A05A0.5 and d51.0 for which E50.881.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the usual measure of entanglement
for pure bipartite discrete systems is easily generalized to
continuous systems with knowledge of the mathematical area
of integral eigenvalue equations, in particular that a Schmidt
basis exists provided the state satisfies certain reasonable
conditions of integrability. The calculation of the entangle-
ment, however, is often difficult so a numerical procedure
was necessary. The results of the numerical procedure corre-
sponded very well with those of analytical results where
these were available and enabled us to test a purification
procedure, the entanglement swapping procedure, for the two
classes of states we presented.
Curiously this procedure only succeeded for one of the
classes of states, the two-mode cat states whose characteris-
tics are very much like those of discrete systems, although
there does not appear to be a discrete and finite basis in
which the states can be written. The purification procedure
also acted in a similar manner to the analogous discrete pro-
cedure.
For the other class of states, the partially correlated
states, no continuous procedure could be found that in-
creased the entanglement in the state, indeed, no procedure
FIG. 4. Entanglement of swapped cat states with m50. a and b
are the results of the finite resolution measurements in the purifica-
tion procedure. Above the level of the plane purification has been
achieved.03230was found where the entanglement of the final state was in
any way dependent on the measurement results during the
procedure, reassuring us that no purification would be pos-
sible. Opatrny´ et al. @20# give an argument as to why this is
the case in terms of rotations and partial integrations in mul-
timode phase space, the former representing beam splitter
transformations and the latter representing measurements on
the modes. They state that such transformations can never
decrease the width of the multidimensional ellipsoid repre-
senting the multimode state and can therefore never increase
the entanglement. While this argument sheds some light on
the problem, we feel that it is still not entirely clear what
exactly the key difference is between these two types of
states which allows purification in one class but not the
other. There are obvious correspondences between the form
of entanglement in the two mode cat states and discrete sys-
tems and it would be interesting to find a condition for con-
tinuous variable purification, as it has been attempted here,
which a state undergoing purification must obey. The fact
that purification has been demonstrated, however, in continu-
ous systems is an interesting result.
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FIG. 5. Entanglement of swapped cat states with m50.5. Again,
a and b are the results of the finite resolution measurements in the
purification procedure and purification has been achieved above the
level of the plane. With the inaccuracy in the measurement part of
the entanglement swapping procedure, however, the amount of pu-
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